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Getting what you need, on budget, on time, and by the
rules is harder than it looks, especially when major public
sector projects are involved. This presentation explains
where to leverage business process improvement
practices, project management principles, and
procurement-centric technologies to guide your project
teams with speed and precision through solicitation
drafting, proposal evaluations, and contact award
negotiations in the front-end of your procurement cycle.

Hot Launching Your Major Projects
Front-End End-to-End



Procurement departments need to take a procurement-
centric approach to leveraging business process
improvement practices, project management principles,
and procurement-specific technologies. This means
carefully considering every step of your front-end process
and every interface between different project team
members, to identify weak links, bottlenecks, and resource
gaps. By realigning your procurement pipelines at the
institutional level, your project teams will be in a better
position to leverage project management principles and
procurement-centric technologies at the project level.

Hot Launching Your Major Projects
Procurement-Centric Approach
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Hot Launching Your Major Projects
Front-End Execution



Hot Launching Your Major Projects
95/5 Rule

To increase project success rates, procurement advisors
need to embed themselves early with project teams to
manage internal approvals, define roles, and develop solid
project plans using the “95/5 rule” of procurement
planning.



Hot Launching Your Major Projects
95/5 Rule

The “95/5” rule recognizes that ninety-five percent of
procurement failures are caused by the failure to properly
address the five core design elements of project planning:

1. scoping of requirements;
2. pricing structures;
3. evaluation criteria;
4. contract format; and
5. tendering format.
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Hot Launching Your Major Projects
Integrating 95/5 Design Planning



A. Design

B. Drafting

C. Assembly



Hot Launching Your Major Projects
Putting Procurement in the Control Room

In an industry where a misplaced comma can result in a
protracted lawsuit and where rushed timeframes are
standard operating procedure, razor-sharp drafting
execution is a critical survival skill. To execute on a design
plan, procurement advisors need to be stationed in the
control room of a properly integrated solicitation drafting
business process, which should be treated as its own
project, with the proper application of project management
disciplines. These design and drafting disciplines can be
leveraged through procurement-centric technologies that are
light years ahead of improvised manual drafting processes.



Manual Drafting is Slow and Complicated
The manual coordination of RFX design planning, drafting, and assembly is
a complex task typically performed under pressing time constraints.
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Traditional RFX assembly requires the manual drafting and
incorporation of core project content into existing tendering templates:



Format Selection
Manual drafting also requires an advanced understanding of tendering
templates to select the appropriate format for each project:



The Elements of RFX Drafting 

Automation can stream RFX content into three categories:

1. Core Project Elements: Project details explaining “What are we 
buying?”, “How are we paying?” and “What are the award criteria?”

2. Variable Process Elements: Process details that apply to a 
specific project (e.g. key dates, contacts, submission location)

3. Standard Process Elements: Embedded process rules that are 
specific to certain template formats (e.g. irrevocability clauses for 
ITTs/RFBs, negotiation protocols for NRFPs) or universal to all 
template formats (e.g. pre-bid Q&A protocols) 
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Achieving Speed or Precision
Drafting complications inevitably lead to delays, forcing trade-offs
between project deadlines and content compliance:

Automation
high-speed precision 



“Most organizations remain mired in outdated tendering
templates that require manual data entry, produce drafting
gridlock and create version control chaos. Smart
templates take us light years ahead of current drafting
procedures by enabling team members to concurrently
upload their content to facilitate coordinated document
drafting and editing while allowing final document
assembly with the push of a button.”

Paul Emanuelli
“2020 Vision: How To Relaunch Your Tendering System”

Purchasing B2b magazine, June 2016

Hot Launching Your Major Projects
Smart Templates



The new trade treaties impose greater risk and uncertainty
on traditional tendering practices. However, they also
serve as a once-in-a-generation opportunity to reboot
procurement systems using treaty-compliant tendering
templates and advanced drafting software that will get you
to market with unprecedented speed and precision.

Hot Launching Your Major Projects
Leveraging Technology for Treaty Compliance



Hot Launching Your Major Projects
Leveraging Front-End Project Management Discipline



Hot Launching Your Major Projects
Leveraging Front-End Project Management Discipline
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Hot Launching Your Major Projects
Electronic Bid Submissions

While most organizations have already automated their
solicitation posting procedures, many remain mired in
paper-based bid submissions and need to migrate to
electronic bid submissions as quickly as possible for three
reasons:



Hot Launching Your Major Projects
Electronic Bid Submissions

1. paper-based bids require longer trade treaty posting
periods and therefore waste precious time in your
procurement cycle;

2. paper-based bids block the significant downstream
process improvements gained by using electronic bid
evaluation tools to score proposals; and

3. paper-based bids block the electronic reverse auction
platforms which, if properly used, can cut 20% or more
from traditional one-shot bid prices.



Hot Launching Your Major Projects
Evaluations

Most project team members lack the skill and experience
required to properly manage evaluation complexities and
meet evaluation due diligence standards. Control over
evaluations should therefore reside with the team’s
procurement advisors, who should apply enhanced
consensus scoring techniques to streamline and improve
the evaluation process.



Hot Launching Your Major Projects
Evaluations

By focusing on outlier scores during group evaluation
meetings, evaluation teams can avoid wasting time in
redundant line-by-line reviews of scores that already fall
within acceptable scoring ranges. While spreadsheets are
typically used to deal with group evaluations, these
antiquated applications are slow and prone to human
error.



Hot Launching Your Major Projects
Evaluations

Deploying procurement-centric bid evaluation platforms
allows for the superior coordination and acceleration of
group evaluations and creates better records for
downstream negotiations, debriefings, audits, and bid-
protest challenges.



Hot Launching Your Major Projects
Negotiations

Moving to contract awards, the proliferation of negotiated
RFP formats has put a premium on procurement advisors
who can lead project teams in closing complex
commercial deals. To compress timeframes while
maximizing negotiated gains, project teams need to move
beyond standard negotiation theory and leverage deeper
strategic, tactical, and operational principles from game
theory, sports analytics, and military strategy.



Hot Launching Your Major Projects
Negotiations

Managing multiple rapidly moving pieces during contract
award negotiations calls for a procurement-centric
application of business improvement principles to avoid
freestyling and coordinate the negotiation team within
project management disciplines.



Hot Launching Your Major Projects
Contract Awards

Maximizing your returns during negotiations also requires
the tight tactical use of scheduling and meeting platforms
so you can connect purchaser and supplier negotiating
teams across multiple time zones to quickly close your
deals within the rapidly expanding global supply chain.
Maximizing the speed and precision of the front-end
procurement stages will help you hot launch project teams
to higher levels of strategic execution while accelerating
your tendering cycles.
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Hot Launching Your Major Projects
Proven Results



Upcoming Free Webinars: 
The Art of Tendering: A Florida Deep Dive

The Art of Tendering: A Global Due Diligence Guide is the third installment in a
trilogy of practical procurement manuals written by Paul Emanuelli. This new
work covers leading public procurement practices from a global perspective in
the areas of institutional governance, project governance, tendering formats,
document drafting, bidding risks, contract management, training and
innovation. Serving as the official US book launch, this webinar will draw on
Florida-based highlights from the Art of Tendering to illustrate common global
challenges faced by all jurisdictions in the areas of biased specifications,
compliance controversies, fair evaluation challenges and cancellation disputes.
This presentation will also contrast the procedural and monetary bid protest
remedies available under the Florida rules with those that apply elsewhere
across North American and around the world.

Wednesday December 12, 2018, 1:00 – 2:00 pm EST

REGISTER NOW

https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/9085647603440241665


Upcoming Free Webinars: 
2018 Year in Review - Annual Case Law Update

Drawing on content from the forthcoming The Art of Tendering: A Global Due
Diligence Guide, our 2018 Year in Review covers the latest bid-protest
controversies and assesses their impact on our annual Global Risk Rating.
Join us to see if Canada keeps its top spot against stiff competition from the UK
and the EU, and see how the latest case law developments out of the US,
Australia, New Zealand, India, Africa, and the Caribbean impact our global risk
rankings.

Wednesday January 9, 2019, 1:00 – 2:00 pm EST

REGISTER NOW

https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/7546639189529830147


Upcoming Free Webinars: 
Case of the Year

Every year, we review late breaking cases from around the world to select our
Case of the Year, and every year the process becomes more complex and
controversial. With new trade agreements and tendering regulations causing
shockwaves throughout the public sector, tune in for our pick of the year and
find out why we think it reflects deeper trends that are impacting your local
procurement practices.

Wednesday February 13, 2019, 1:00 – 2:00 pm EST

REGISTER NOW

https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/8452794000980084227
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